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DYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF THERMODIFFUSION IN ELASTIC SOLIDS

W. N O W A C K I (WARSZAWA)

1. Introduction

An earlier attempt to describe the phenomenon of thermodiffusion in an elastic body
was made in papers [1, 2] in which a governing system of the differential equations was
derived. In the present paper, we give another way of deriving these equations and prove
a number of general theorems relating "external forces" and resulting "states" of a transient
process of thermodiffusion in elastic solids.

We deal with a two-component model in which a mobile component is to coexist
together with an immobile one. In particular, a gas diffusing into a solid body may be
described by such a model. As a reference system for the diffusion flow, a crystal lattice
of'the immobile component may be assumed.

' The constitutive equations for such a body reads (cf. [1, 2]):

(t.'l) ofy =

S =

A* = -

Here, Gjj and % denote the stress tensor and the strain tensor, respectively, 6 — T—To,
where T is the absolute temperature of the solid and To is the reference temperature of
a natural state with zero strains and zero stresses, C stands for a concentration field. Mo-
reover, G, Xo denote the Lame constants, fi0 = 3Ka,, fic ~ 3Kac, where K = A0+(2/3)G
is. the bulk modulus and a, is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, while acis the
coefficient of linear diffusive expansion. The coefficients cc-c, a and b occurring in (1.1)2,
(1.1)3 denote the specific heat at constant strain and concentration, the coefficient of
thermodiffusion and the coefficient of diffusion, respectively. The functions S and /x are
to be identified with the entropy and the chemical potential of the solid.

i For a dynamic process, the functions £y, au, 0 y , C, S, /J. are functions of position x
and time t. If BU, 0, p are treated as independent variables, the Eqs. (1.1) can be rewritten
in the alternate form:

(1.2) S =

C =

i
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where we adopted the following notations

ć'c a2 . a 1
« ft yt

~~T^ b ' b ' b '
For our two-component model obeying the laws of irreversible thermodynamics, the
entropy source function is given by the formula (cf. [1]):

(1.3) a = — (q-X^ + yj-XW),

where q and YJ denote the flux of heat and the flux of mass, respectively. These two fluxes
are related linearly to the thermodynamic stimulus (X(9), X(>;)) through

(1.4) * m

where, according to the Onsager postulate, Lm = Lm. Since the entropy source a is to
be a positive function, LqqLm — LmLm > 0, and we have

1 ,
(i.5) q = - Y

z

i _
n = ~YL

Eliminating T grad (fi/T) from the Eqs. (1.5)x and (1.5)2, we obtain

(1.6) q = - j tgradr+ayj, k = m ""~ "" > 0, a = --'^-.

An alternate form of (1.5)2 reads:

(1.7) ») = - — (Lm - /xLm) grad T- Lm grad /x.

Neglecting non-linear terms of (1.6) and (1.7), we get

(1.8) q = —kgr&dT, YJ = — Dgrad^, D — Lm.

Now using the entropy equation

(1.9) TS = — divq + ,«divY)

and again neglecting non-linear terms, we obtain :

(1.10) TSxkV2T.

To derive the heat conduction equation involving 6, ekk and \i, we assume that |0/r o | <̂  1
and substitute (1.2)2 into (1.10). As a result we arrive at:

(l.H) 4 - V 2 0 = yoskk + c0 + d{l.
J-o

A generalized diffusion equation can also be derived if we use the mass conservation law
in the form
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41.12) C=-divr),
Substituting (1.2)3 into LHS of (1.12) and using (1.8)2, we get

(1.13) DVV = yvhkk + cie + nfc.

The last equation generalizes the well known diffusion equation to thermal and dilatational
effects.

To obtain a complete set of the governing equations of thermodiffusive elasticity,,
consider the equation of motion in the form:

(1.14) Ojt,j+Xt = e«i>

where Ut stands for the displacement vector and Xt denotes the body force vector.
Substituting a^ from (1.2)! into (1.14) and using the strain-displacement relation

(1-15) eij = y(w«,j + Wj,i),

we get

(1.16) G^Ui + iX + G^jji+Xt = g'ut + ygdj + y^j.

The Eqs. (1.16), (1.13) (1.11) constitute a fundamental system of field equations describing
the phenomenon of thermodiffusion in a two-component solid body.

If w and a denote the amount of heat and mass produced in the body in unit of time
and volume, and if these functions are prescribed, then the Eqs. (1.10) and (1.12) are to.
be replaced by

(1.17) TŚ*kV2T Ć
while the Eqs. (1.16), (1.11) and (1.13) take the forms:

(1.18) CV2u+(G+l)graddivu+X =

(1.19) -^V20

(1.20) DV2(i = yr&u+dB+nfi-o, W=wlTQ.

This is a coupled system of equations in which a „state", described by the functions u,,
6 and /J,, is produced by the external „forces" X, a, W and the boundary-initial data.

If an elastic body V is bounded by a regular surface A, the boundary conditions as-
sociated with the Eqs. (1.18)—(1.20) can be assumed in the form:

(1.21) ffjtnj == Pi(x, t), t>0, xeA.

(1.22) 0{x,t) = k(x,t), fj,(x,t) = h(x,t), t > 0, xeA,

while the initial conditions read:

(1.23) M,(X, 0) = f,(x), M((x, 0) = gi(x), t = 0, xeV,

(1.24) 0(x, 0) = m(x), jn(x, 0) = w(x).

Here, Pi,k, h,ft,gi,m and n are prescribed functions. If the displacement vector u is.
given on A, and the flux of heat and the flux of mass are prescribed on A, then (1.21),.
(1.22) are to be replaced by
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U; =U,(x,t), t>0, xeA,

(1-25) 80 , N 8u . tS

•j^ = s(x, t), -j~ = ;-(x, t), xeA.

where Uus,r are given functions.

2. Wave-Like Equations. Potentials of Thermodiffusive Elasticity

To discuss a solution to the system of Eqs. (1.18)—(1.20), let us decompose the vectors
u and X into potential and solenoidal parts according to the formulae:

u =
( 2 ' ^ X = e(grad0+rotx),
subject to the conditions
(2.2) divW = 0, divx = 0.

Substituting (2.1) into (1.18)-(1.20), we find that (1.18)-(1.20) is satisfied if

(2.3) \Jt0 = moB+m^/i- \ ft,

(2-4) D2*=--4x,
{2.5) D.6 = d{t + yeV

20~ W,

(2.6) D2/x = dG + y^Ó-a,

•where the following notations are introduced:

f^P i-(ff.
D2 = DV*-ndt, m0 = -Ą-.

The Eq. (2.3) describes.a longitudinal wave in thermodiffusive elastic medium, while
(2.4) covers a transverse wave. Note that the Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) are mutually
coupled. In an infinite thermodiffusive elastic solid, the Eq. (2.4) is independent of the
Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6), and in this particular case the temperature d and the chemical
potential p have no influence on the shear wave which propagates with the constant ve-
locity c2, without damping and without dispersion.

Eliminating the functions 6 and fi from the coupled system (2.3), (2.5), (2.6), we obtain
the higher order wave-like equation for $.

(2.7) [QiH-(ntoM, +m„M2)V2dt]4> = - ~ (H§ + Mt W+M2a),

where

H = D1D2-d28f, ML = yaD2+y„ddt, M2 =
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The Eq. (2.7) does not lend itself to discussion. Assuming a periodic vibrations of the solid,
we can show that the longitudinal wave </> is to be damped and dispersed throughout
the solid.

Similar separated equations for 6 and p can be derived by means of the Eqs. (2.3),
(2.5), (2.6).

A solution ( 0 , 6 , ^ ) of the system (2.3), (2.5), (2.6), which is similar to the Galerkin
solution of classical elastostatics, can be obtained if (0,0, JX) is expressed by a vector
field Q( (; = 1,2,3) by means of the determinants:

(2.8) <£ =
Ut —m0 —irif,

Q2 Z>, -dd,

Q3 -dd, D2

-yBV
28t Q2 -dd,

, Q3 D2

y0V
28t D, Q2

st -da, Q,
or by

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

0 =

8 =

ix =

Substituting the Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11) into (2.3), (2.5), (2.6), we obtain wave-like equations
which must be satisfied by Qt:

(2.12) [ F n I - ( w 0 M 1 + w / ( M 2 ) V 2 a r ] 1 3 1 = - ^ ,

(2.14) [H\2,-(mgM1+mllM2)y2dt}Q%= -a.

If w = a = 0, we can put Q2 = Q3 - 0; while if & = 0, we can assume &i = 0.
Let us discuss one more treatment of the system (2.3), (2.5), (2.6) with •& = W = a = 0.

The Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) can be reduced to the form

(2.15) Hd = Ml8,'V20, Hfx — M2d,V20,

the RHS of which contains the dilatation V2<£ = divu.
Let G = G(x, %, t) be the Green function satisfying the equation

(2.16) HG~d(x-%)d(t)

in an infinite space subject to the condition G -» 0 for |x—C| -»•' oo. Assume also that G
is to meet the homogeneous initial conditions.

Applying the Laplace transform to (2.15), and assuming homogeneous initial data for
6 and [x, we obtain:

(2.17)

3 Problemy drgań
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where

^ 2 , M2 =

D1 = -^V2~cp, D2 = D^-np.

The Eq. (2.10) in the Laplace transform domain reads:

(2.18)

Combining now (2.17)i with (2.18), we get

(2.19) ( )
r v

LHS of (2.19) can be transformed by means of the divergence theorem to a surface
integral. If we assume that V covers an infinite domain and (<£, 6, /j) are to vanish at in-
finity, the surface integral vanishes because G->0 as |x—S-| ->• oo, and the Eq. (2.19)
yields:

(2.20) j
v

Similarly, combining (2.18) with (2.17)2, we get

(2.21) J f
v

Now applying the Laplace transform to (2.3), we obtain

(2.22) (V2 — ~ p 2 ) 0 = moO + m^.

if6 and Jt from (2.20) and (2.21) are substituted into RHS of (2.22) and the result-
ing equation is inverted, we find that 0 satisfies the following integro-differential equa-
tion:

t

dr(2.23) •!*(*> 0 = — f
1 o1 o r

+yj2)i -^)v20(x', r)dv(x'), D\ = A W2-cdr, D'2 = DV2-ndx.

The potential *F describing a shear wave in the infinite elastic body satisfies the Eq. (2.4)
with x = 0:

(2.24)

If 0 satisfying (2.23) is known, then 6 and /* can be computed from (2.20) and (2.21).
In this way, the problem of finding a solution of the Eqs. (2.3)-(2.6) in an infinite

domain has been reduced to finding the solution of (2.23) and (2.24).
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Now we have to show that the Green function G(x, \, t) can be obtained in a closed
form. To this end, we transform (2.16) into the Laplace transform domain. We obtain:

(2.25) • (^-klp)^-kl)G = T^rd(x-%), ko = -^-,

where

k2 1 , /-s—T^> kon + cD „ nc — d2 . , . .

Clearly, the only solution of this equation vanishing at infinity takes the form:

Inverting now (2.26), we arrive at the following form of G:

I i
G(x, C, t) = — j-j-yr^ jp.—pr (Vi(^> 0"

where

At I' 2)/7tt3 " \ At

3. Variational theorem of tliermodiffusive elasticity

A starting point of this Section is the principle of virtual work under variations of
displacement. This principle is valid for an arbitrary elastic solid, and reads:

f f f
(3.1) J (Xi-Qui)diiidV+ JPiduidA = J andsndV.

v A v
LHS of (3.1) contains three components: the first stands for the virtual work of the
body forces Xt, the second denotes the virtual work of the inertia forces gui, and the
third one covers the virtual work of the surface forces pt. RHS of (3.1) gives the virtual
work of the internal forces.

Making use of the constitutive equations

we write the Eq. (3.1) in the form:

(3.3) j(Xi-Qtii)óuidV+ JpiduidA = dW-
V A V

Here, the following integral is introduced:

•W = JlGftyty + Y skkEm\ dV.

If 0 and n are prescribed functions, the Eq. (3.3) yields the well known variational principle
of elasticity. In a thermodiffusive elastic solid, the functions u, 6 and p are mutually coupled
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and the Eq. (3.3) is to be coupled with two additional relations characterizing the phenom-
enon of thermal conductivity and diffusion. Taking into account the fundamental rela-
tions of thermal conductivity discussed in Sec. 1

(3.4) , ro.S = -d ivq , q = -kgr&dO,

(3.5) S = yoekk + cd + d/n,

and introducing, after M. A. BIOT [3], the vector H connected with the entropy S through
the relation

(3.6) S = -divH,

we obtain:

(3.7) T0Ht + kdj = 0, —Hi,i = yoEkk + cO + d/J,.

It can be shown that elimination of Ht from (3.7)i 2 leads to the Eq. (1.11).
Multiplying the Eq. (3.7)t by dHt and integrating the result over V, we obtain:

(3.8)

or

k i
(3.9) (omdHidA- (8dHudV+ Ii. f HtdH,dV = 0.

v i k i
The Eq. (3.9), together with (3.7)2, implies:

(3.10) y

where the thermal potential 0> and the function of thermal dissipation 3) are denned
by

(3.11) • 0> = ~jo2dV, b0> = cjddOdV,
v

j
v v

(3.12) da-Q-fHidHtdV.
v

The Eq. (3.10) is the second integral relation of the variational principle of thermo-
diffusive elasticity. It contains the term jddekkdV, which appears also in (3.3).

. • v

The last integral relation of our variational principle will be obtained by making use
of the relations (cf. Sec. 1):

(3.13) Y] = -Dgrad^ , C = -divrj ,

(3.14) C = y^Sa + dO + n/j,.

Introducing the vector F through

(3.1,5) . C= -d ivF,
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we reduce (3.13) and (3.14) into the forms

(3.16) Ft+Dfi,i » 0, -Fi,i = yll

Proceeding in a manner similar to that used in obtaining (3.10), from (3.16) we find:

(3.17)

(3.18) y/( //xdskkdV+d JpdQdV + 6(JĆ + @) = 0,
v v

where the diffusion potential stf and the function of diffusive dissipation SS are defined
through:

(3.19) sś = y J fj,2dV, bsi = nf
v v

(3.20) j

Combining now (3.3), (3.10) and (3.18), we arrive at a final form of the variational theorem
of thermodiffusive elasticity:

(3.21) f
V

+ JpiduidA- jdntdHidA- //j,ttidFtdA.
V V V

Note that RHS of this relation include: the body forces, the inertia forces and the surface
data pit 0 and /u on A.

4. Fundamental Energy Theorem and Uniqueness Theorem of Thermodiffusive Elasticity

Assume that the virtual displacements dut, the virtual temperature SO and the virtual
chemical potential \i satisfy the relations:

6Hi = Hidt = - ~Q,u SFt = Fidt = -D/x,it etc.
Jo

where (uh 6,,«) stands for a solution of the governing equations of thermodiffusive elasticity.
Then substituting (4.1) into RHS of (3.21), we get

(4.2) '~-t-
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where %°, %" and Jf in this order denote the function of thermal dissipation, the function
of diffusive dissipation and the kinetic energy of the body given by

(4.3) xB - -f- j (0,d2dV, t = D f Qi, d2dV,
0 v v

(4.4) jf - - f
v

Eq. (4.2) is a fundamental energy equation of thermodiffusive elasticity, RHS of this equa-
tion reveals the energy of external forces: the body force Xiy the surface force pit the
surface temperature 8 (or the flow 8Qj8n) as well as the surface chemical potential fi (or
the flow 8/z/dti). Note also that the expression

(4.5) P+jj+df/iBdV = y j(c262+2dfi6+n/ii2)dV,
v v

occuring in LHS of (4.2) is always positive since, by laws of thermodynamics, en > d2.
Now let us prove a uniqueness theorem of thermodiffusive elasticity to the effect

that there exists at most one state (ui,8,/j) satisfying the Eqs. (1.18)—(1.20) in V and
subject to the conditions (1.21)—(1.24).

To carry out the proof, we assume that there exist two solutions {u'i, 8', /*')
and (u't',6", ft") satisfying (1.18)-(1.24). Then the difference

(4.6) fii-«i-«", 6 = 6'-8", fimp'-p",
satisfies the homogeneous set of equations associated with (1.18)—(1.24). We shall prove

that the state (u ,8, fi) vanishes throughout the domain Vx [0, oo).
To this end, we use the fundamental energy theorem (4.2) in which we set:

(4.7) Z = 0 , xeV, Pi = 0, 0 = 0, p, = 0, xeA.

As a result, we obtain:

(4.8) -jj-itf + ifr + fr + J+d I pBdV) = -ffl+X11) < °>
at \ J j

or

(4-9) ~ f [ y e$A+/«y8</+ i-9**mm+ y (c82 + nfi2 +2d0)] dV
v L 1

- ~^~ f(8,d2dV-D
0 v

Since LHS of (4.9) vanishes for t = 0 due to the homogeneous initial data and it is always
negative for t > 0, RHS of (4.9) also vanishes at / = 0, and the integral of RHS is a de-
creasing function of the time t for / > 0. Since this function is non-negative for t > 0,
we obtain:
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which reduces to

(4.11) Vi = 0, sy = 0, 0 = 0, 'ft» 0 for t> 0.

The Eqs. (4.6), (4.11), together with the constitutive Eqs. (1.2), imply:

(4.12) */< = < , elj = e't'j, 0' = 0", p ' - p" , • „ - oft.

The Eqs. (4.12)3, (4.12)4 show that 0 = £ = 0. On the other hand, (4.12)x leads to vt = 0
in F x [0, oo), from which, in view of the homogeneous initial data, u^x, t) = Hj(x, 0) = 0
in F x [0, oo). This completes the proof.

5. Reciprocal Theorem of Thermodiffusive Elasticity

We say that G = {w;, 0, /J,} is a state of thermodiffusive elasticity (on V) correspond-
ing to the homogeneous initial data and to the external forces Xt on Fand (pit 0, fx) on
A, if G satisfies the Eqs. (1.18)-(1.24) with W=a=fi = gi = m = n = 0.

These external forces are denoted by

(5.1) I-{Xt,PtlB,p},

and the elastic thermodiffusive state by

(5.2) G={ui,0,ti), xeV.

Let G' be another elastic thermodiffusive state produced by a second system of external
forces / ' :

(5.3) / ' = {Xl)P't',6',n>}, G'= {«;,0{,/}.

Applying the Laplace transform to the governing equations for G and G', and appropriately
combining the resulting equations, we arrive at the identity:

(5.4) dijelj-a'ijeij = (yeÓ' + YfJi')e-(Y<>O + Y?]*)*'> e = en,

where
00

dij(x,p) = J e<"oij(x,t)dt, etc.
o

This identity can be used to obtain the following integral relation

(5.5) ! (Xtu't-Xlut)dV+

which constitutes a first part of the reciprocity theorem. To get its second part, we combine
the following equations

(5.6) ~ V20 - p(yee + c6 + dfl), ^ - V 2 0 ' = p(y0e'

which are obtained from (1.11).
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Combining (5.6)li2, integrating the result over the body volume and using the Green
theorem, we arrive at

(5.7) -£- l6'-rL-d^-)dA =p (yed+d-/i)6'dV-p
To J \ on on I J y

Similarly, taking advantage of the equations

(5.8) DV2Ji — piy^e + dd + rifi), DV2Ji' = p(yB

which are obtained from (1.13), we obtain:

(5.9) D fh-^-Ji-BdA - p \ (yfle+dd)Jl'dV-p f (ylte' + d~6')JldV.
A ' V V

The Eq. (5.9) constitutes a third part of the reciprocity theorem. If we now eliminate
the common terms of the Eqs. (5.5), (5.7) and (5.9), we arrive at a final form of the rec-
iprocity theorem in the Laplace transform domain:

(5.10) p[j(Xfri-X'iui)dV+ J (pM-p'A

In this equation are present only the states G and G' corresponding to the external forces /
and / ' .

Inverting (5.10), we obtain the reciprocity theorem of thermodiffusive elasticity in the
space-time domain:

(5.11) j (Xi®u'i-X'i®ui)dV+ f(Pi®u'i-p'i®ui)dA
v A

+ ± fU. SO' „ . 86\JAi n r / , , . dp'
A

where

MV =jdrj X(x, t- r) " " ' ^ "'- dV(x), etc.

(5.12) ° v

C C 86'(x r)
— \ dx \6(x,t—r)—^ --dA(x), etc.

J J on
*

on
A

The Eq. (5.11) is also valid if G and G' are quasi-static states, or if one of the two states
G and G' is quasi-static. For a static state of thermodiffusive elasticity, the reciprocity
theorem reduces to the following relations:

j(Xtu'l-X'lui)dV+ j'(ptu't-p'mddA + J(yg6 + y^)e'dV- jW + y^edV = 0,
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The Eq. (5.11) can easily be generalized to include nonhomogeneous initial data and
nonvanishing heat and mass sources.

6. Relations Resulting from the Reciprocal Theorem

In Sec. 5, we proved the reciprocal theorem under the assumption W = a = 0. If
W •£ 0 and a ^ 0, the fundamental system of field equations takes the form:

(6.1) GV2u+(A + G)graddivu + X = gu + y grad 0 + yfl grad [i,

(6.2) - T ^ V 2 0 = c

(6.3) DV2n =

while the Eq. (5.11) should be replaced by:

(6.4) J (Xi®u'i-X!®ui)dV+ k

To

w
To

l

1 *
80'
dn

+ f (oyrn'-
V

where

, . di/Ux, T) ,
i ( x < T ) tV ' J rfT

0

t

*0' = J(2(x, * -T)0 ' (X, T)^T, etc.

Note that the Eq. (6.4) is required to hold under the homogeneous initial data only, and
the following identities to be observed

86 30 dfi d/j,

where n in the outward unit normal to A.
Consider an infinite thermodifiusive elastic medium in which the source functions

X, Q and a are defined in the bounded domain V, and assume that the state («(, 0, fi)
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due to these sources is to vanish as \x\+x\+x\\ -* co. In this case, the surface integrals
of (6.4) vanish, and we obtain:

(6.5) [(Xi®u'i-X;®Ui)dV+
v

where the external forces

and resulting states

d'-Q'*d) dV+ f (or*/*' - a1*/*) dV = 0,
V

I-{Xt,Q,o}, r={X'uQ',a>}

C={Ui,6,ti, C'= W.fl'.A*'},
are included.

In what follows we shall define a number of singular elastic thermodiffusive states
(Green functions) which will be used to give further reciprocal relations and to obtain
some integral representations of a thermodiffusive elastic state. If/ = {<5(x—Ę)<3(O<5yi O, 0}
is the set of external forces in the Eqs. (6.1)—(6.3), then the resulting state will be denoted
by

G = {Utj(x, | , t), ®f(x, !•; t), Jtjfr, %; t)}.

Thus, G is a singular state of thermodiffusive elasticity produced in an infinite space by
an instantaneous concentrated force which is parallel to the xj-axis and applied at the
point %.

Similarly, we can introduce a singular state {Up, &Q, JtQ) corresponding to an in-
stantaneous concentrated source of heat: Q = <5(x—Ę)d(t), as also a state {Uf,©", Jta}
due to the source of mass of the form a — ó(x — Ę)ó(t).

These three singular states are listed in the Table

/

{Xt = S(x-%)dij 3(0, 0,0}

{O,ó(x-Ę) ó(t),O}

{0,0,5(x-%)8(t)}

C

Ui

Vii

Ui'

Uf

0

&f
0)

&>

Consider two different sets of external forces acting on the solid

/ = {d(x~^d(t)6u,0,0}, / ' = {d(x-l')d(t)dik,O,O}.

Corresponding states are given by

G = {Uij(x, S,t),0?(x, \,t),Jtj{x, C, t)}, G'={Uik(x, %', t), 6$(x, %', t), Jix
k(x, %', t)}.

The reciprocity equation (6.5) associated with these two states reads

J dV(x) f 6(x- Qdtjdit- x) d x =
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(wjmywfl) ^'r) dr.
V 0

Thus,
UJk&,%',t) = Ukj(%',%,t);

and by the homogeneous initial conditions we obtain:

(6.6) fy«.C'.O-0w(C',C.O.
Assume now that / and /' reduce to

7 = {0,d(x-C)«(0,0}, / ' = {O,ó(x-%)d(t),O};
then

G - {tfftx, 5, 0, <9Q(x5 5. 0 . <^G(X> 5. 0},
G' - {U?(x, %', t), ©0(x, I, t), Jl*(x, %', t)},

and the reciprocity equation (6.5) leads to:

(6.7)

If 7 and I' take the form:

/ = {o,o,
then we obtain:

(6.8)

Assume next that / and /' are of the form:

7 = {<5(x-C) 6(t)du,0,0}, 7 ' =

Then the Eq. (6.5) reduces to

f

- J rfF(x) | ó(x-%')d(t- r)0f(x, C,
V 0

which implies

(6.9) UfK.%',t)-6f<X',%,t).
Similarly, if we set

1= {d(x-%)d(t)dtJ,O,O}, 7 '= {0,0,a(x-C')«(0},
we obtain:

(6.io) fy(C,C'.0--W.C.0.
Finally, if 7 and 7' are given by

7 = {0,ó(x-©a(r),0}, 7 '= {0,0,ó(x-Ę'
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by virtue of (6.5) we obtain:

The Eq. (6.6) generalizes well the known J. C. Maxwell theorem of the classical elasto-
kinetics.

Consider now the case in which

/ - { 0 , 2 , 0 } , i / ' - {0, 5(x-x')d(ty,0},

Then, by (6.5) we obtain: ,

(6.12) 0(x', 0 = | dV(x) jQ(x, t-x)©Q(x, x', x)dx.
v o

If 0 describes a concentrated source of heat moving with a constant velocity v along
the x3-axis, then substituting

(6.13) Q(x>t) = Qod(xi)8(x2)d(x3-vt),

into (6.12), we obtain:

(6.14) 0(x', t) = Qo J 02(0, 0, vr; x'u x'2, x'3; t-r)dx.
o

The last formula yields the temperature at the point x' and at time t, if ©Q is available.
If we assume that

/ = {0,0,0}, / ' = {Q,0,d(x-x')d(t)},

and if 0 is given by (6.13), then by (6.5)

(6.15) ^(x', 0 = 2

Finally, if we set

/ = {0,0,0}, / ' = {d(x-x')d(t)dU)0,0},

the reciprocity equation (6.5) leads to

(6.16) uj(x', t) = 0O J&f(O, 0, vr; x[, x'2, x'3, t~x)dx.
o

Similar integral representations of other functions describing a thermodiffusive elastic
state can be achieved if we take into account a concentrated source of mass moving with
a constant velocity or a concentrated movable force.

Also note that the Eqs. (6.6)-(6.11) remain valid for a bounded body V provided
we let

u = 0, 0 = 0, JU = 0 on A,,,

P* ~ > "aTT ~ "> ~5— = 0 on Aa,
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Uu = Uf = UJ = 0f = 9Q = 0" = J?f = Jlą = Ji" = 0 on A,,,

Y _ BQj 86Q 80" 8Jłx 8JtQ 8M"
pf = pQ = pi = _ i _ = _ _ = _ _ _ = _ _ _ .= — g — = _ — = 0 on

' 5/j 5« on 3« i9« tf«
where

7. Somigliana Formulae of Thermodiffusive Elasticity

In the classical theory of elastostatics, there are integral formulae, called the Somigliana
formulae, which relate the displacement vector at an internal point of a solid to the dis-
placement vector and the stress vector on the boundary of the solid. In this Section, we
shall obtain similar formulae for a thermodiffusive elastic solid.

Assume that we are given the state G':

G' = {U?j(x, x ' ; t),0f(x, x ' ; t ) , JtJ(x, x';t)},

corresponding to the external forces

/' = {6(x-x')d(t)du,Q,0}.

Substituting these sets of functions into the reciprocity equation (6.4), we obtain:

(7.1) uj(x',t) = ^Xi
v

where
X x's t)nk(x), ofo =

2 \ dxk 8Xi }-

If /' and G' are chosen such that

F = {0, <5(x-x')<3(0, 0}, G' = {V?, 0Q,

then by (6.4) we obtain:

(7.2) 6(x, t) - / (r, © Ł/p + g -^ 0Q+<r % ̂ Q ) rfF

^n 86
a A
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where
0 9

Finally, choosing / ' = {0,0, <5(x—%)d(t)} and using again (6.4), we obtain:

(7.3) t*(x',t)

where

The formulae (7.1)-(7.3) constitute a generalization of the Somigliana formulae of the
classical elasticity to dynamic thermodiffusive elasticity. The surface integrals of (7.1)-(7.3)

involve the six functions: uupi, 6, -j-, fi, -¥-. Since only three of these functions

are prescribed in a boundary-initial value problem of therniodiffusive elasticity, the formulae
(7.1)-(7.3) are of a somewhat theoretical character. They may be modified to a useful
form if the Green functions involved in (7.1)-(7.3) concern a bounded solid and if they
satisfy proper boundary conditions.

First assume that Ufi, 6X, ...,Jf vanish on A. Then (7.1)-(7.3) reduce to

(7.4) . itf,t)m

(7.5) B(x\t)=

(7.6) ti^O^
A A

where we have assumed: Z; = Q = a = 0.
The formulae (7.4)-(7.6) determine the state (ut,6,/j) subject to the boundary con-

ditions

(7-7) Ui=fu 8 = g, 11 = h, xeA, t>0,

where/j, g and h are prescribed functions.
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If we choose the Green functions occurring in (7.1)-(7.3) in such a way that

pV = 0, pf = 0, pi = 0,

80f 80* _ 80" _

~JT~° ~~~Q ^ T ~ °

= 0 on ,4,

then the Eqs. (7.1)-(7.3) imply:

(7.8) uj(x',t) m jPi® UtJdA- A-j6J*^- dA-DJjłj* ^ dA,
A A

(7.9) 0(x', t) =
A A

(7.10) u(x',t)= [ Pi®U?dA- -=- 0°¥c-^-dA-D Jt'y?-£-dA.J ^o J dn J <9n
^ A A

The last formulae determine a thermodiffusive elastic state subject to the boundary con-
ditions

(7.11) Pl = hi, ~ = r , -|g-= J, xeA, t > 0,

where hit r, s are given functions.

8. Generalized V. M. Maysel Theorem

Assume that the source functions Xt, Q and a do not vanish in V, and the state (w;) 6, /J,}
is required to.satisfy the following boundary conditions:

Ut=fn 0 = Si, fi = h, xeAu, t > 0,

(8.1) 86 \8/J, _ Q

Assume also that it is possible to find the Green functions Uijt ...,M" that satisfy the

boundary conditions:

Vfj = ... = Jl" = 0 on Au,

pf = 0, pf = 0, 01 = 0,

d0? <90G a©"
(8.2) —~- = 0, ^ — = 0, - — - = 0,v ' 3n dn on

I_ = 0 > i ^ i = 0 - M _ = o onan on
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Then using (7.1)—(7.3) we arrive at the generalized Maysel formulae

k
 QX

 m

To "J "8n
(8,3) uj(x\ t) = f (Xt® Uij+Q*6j+a*Jf.j)dV+ J \pt® Uu-

(8.4) 6(x', t) = f (Xi® U?+Q*@f+o*J?a)dV+ f U ® V ? - ^®Q*

Ay,

(8.5) ^t(x', 0 = f (X;© t/f+ 2*0"+ cr*^r)^K+ f U ® £/
V A

on

Note that these formulae refer to a mixed boundary-value problem of thermodiffusive
elasticity. They reduce to the Eqs. (7.4)-(7.6) for X{ = Q = a = 0 and Aa = 0, and they
imply the Eqs. (7.8)-(7.10) if X, = Q = a = 0 and A,, = 0.

9. Simplification of the Governing Equations of Thermodiffusive Elasticity

One of the assumptions of the classical elastokinetics is that of a slow heat exchange
between two adjacent parts of the body. Under this assumption, every part of the solid
can be treated as thermally insulated and a thermodynamic process taking place in the
solid is classified as adiabatic. In addition, it must be assumed that the heat sources vanish
throughout the solid and its boundary is thermally insulated.

Since in an adiabatic process the time derivative of the entropy vanishes, from the
constitutive equation

(9.1) % J S - y

we obtain:

(9.2) 0=--(y
c

The Eq. (9.2) implies that the temperature 6 is proportional to the elastic dilatation and
to the chemical potential. Substituting (9.2) into (1.18), (2.10), we arrive at

(9.3) C?V

(9.4) DV2/j. = ri/i + rjdivu-a,
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where

Thus the governing equations of thermodiffusive elasticity (1.18)—(1.20) have been reduced
to two coupled equations (9.3) and (9.4). If a solution (w£l //) of (9.3)-(9.4) is known, 0
may be computed from (9.2).

Observe that the resulting system of equations (9.3)—(9.4) is similar to that of the coupled
thermoelasticity [3]. Solution of it can be obtained using the decomposition formulae
(2.1). The resulting system of wave-like equations now reads:

(9.5) Di*-«>-7r.

(9-6) Da^=-4x,

(9.7) D'zft-yV2® = -a,

where

Eliminating first ,a and then 0 from the Eqs. (9.5), (9.7), we obtain:

(9.8) (• t JD'2- ł ?rn;V23,)cZ)= - X D'^-m',0,

(9-9) • « * - - - X X .

(9.10) ( D i D i - ^ V 2 ^ ) ^ = - -4-7?V25f^-Diff-

It can be seen that the longitudinal wave 0 and the chemical potential fi are subject to
dispersion and damping. The Eqs. (9.8) and (9.10) can be used to find singular solutions
of the diffusive elasticity in an infinite space.

To obtain the reciprocal theorem of diffusive elasticity, we make use of (6.4) and (9.2).
We obtain:

(9.11) f (Xi®u'i-X'i®ui)dV+ f (Pi®u'i-p'i
N

which for an infinite domain reduces to

(9-12) J(Xi®i4+a -K- (i')dV =
v v

The Green functions associated with the system (9.3)-(9.4) can be listed in the follow-
ng Table:

4 Problemy drgań
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I

{X; = 0, <T=<S(X-©<5(/)}

u

UtJ

u i

It can be shown that, by virtue of (9.12), these Green functions satisfy the following recip-
rocal relations:

(9.13) UJk(%, %', t) = Ukji?, Ę, *), , %', t) = J(°(S, C, 0,

It can also be shown that the Somigliana formulae of the diffusive elasticity take the form:

(9.14) u'j(x',t) = J (Xi®Uij+(x<¥rJźf)dV+ f (pt®Uij-p?j®Ui)dA
v A

dMj
Sn

*8-gAd

(9.15) ^(x', 0 = f(Xi® V )dV+ J(pt®Ur-p't®ui)dA

In a similar way to that of Sec. 8, we can obtain the Maysel formulae of the diffusive
elasticity.

10. Neglecting Elastic Dilatation in Like Heat and Diffusive Equations

The governing equations of theimodiffusive elasticity are considerably simplified if
div u is neglected in the Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20). Under this assumption the temperature
and the chemical potential satisfy the equations which are independent of the elastic de-
formation and the Eqs. (1.18)—(1.20) reduce to the system:

(10.1) GV 2u+(^ + (?)graddivu+X = cii+yjgrad 0+y„ grad,«,

JLv*6 = cŚ+dft-W,(10.2)

(10.3)

If a solution (&, JJ.) of the Eqs. (10.2) and (10.3) is found, RHS of (10.1) is known, and to
solve our simplified problem we have to integrate the Eq. (10.1) to obtain u.

Assuming that
u = grad<Z>+rot¥, div*F = 0,

X = @(grad#+rot)(), divx = 0,

and eliminating 6 and /n from (10.1) by means of (10.2), (10.3), we obtain the wave-like
equations
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(10.5) HiQ=--\-(m+M1W+M2o), D2*=--TX-

If W = a = 0, the functions <Z> and M? can be found from the equations

(10.6) Dl(z>= * #, n a ^ = - 4 X

and it is seen that both the longitudinal wave 0 and the shear wave VF are undamped
and undispersed.

If •& = W = x = 0) we have:

(10.7) flDi*---irAfaff, ¥ = 0,

and the longitudinal wave consists of an elastic part and a diffusive part.
In our simplified theory, a reciprocal theorem can be also obtained. Setting e = divu =

= 0, e' = divu' = 0 in the Eqs. (5.7) and (5.9), from (5.5), (5.7), (5.9) we get:

(t0.8) / T O -X'iul)dV+ J (ptu't-p'iu
V A

ao.9)

(1.0.10) D f(a'-£-Jc^\dA=pd J fa1 -VfidT.

If we add the Eqs. (10.9) and (10.10), we arrive at

Inverting now (10.8) and (10.11), we obtain the following reciprocal relations:

(10.12) J(Xi*u'i-X'i*u{}dV+
V

(10.13) " J
A

U'* dn
-fi * •

Sn , To• f
A

Id1* 80
dn

V

. SO'
i ii

on
dA m 0.

In a similar way to that of Sec. 9 and by means of the Eqs. (10.12), (10.13), we can arrive
at simplified,formulae of the Somigliana and of the Maysel type.

4»
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

DYNAMICZNY PROBLEM TERMODYFUZJI W CIELE STAŁYM

W pracy wyprowadzono odmienną niż w [1] postać równań termodyfuzji, przyjmując jako funkcje •
niezależne przemieszczenie u, temperaturę 0 oraz potencjał chemiczny /i. Układ podstawowych równań
różniczkowych termodyfuzji daje się sprowadzić do układu równań falowych. Wykazuje się, że fale po^
dłużne, propagujące się w nieskończonej przestrzeni sprężystej, są tłumione i podlegają dyspersji, podczas
gdy fale poprzeczne są nietłumione i nie ulegają dyspersji.

Przedstawiono szereg twierdzeń podstawowych termodyfuzji, jak twierdzenie wariacyjne, podstawc we
twierdzenie energetyczne, twierdzenie o jednoznaczności rozwiązań oraz twierdzenie o wzajemności p ac.

Omówiono wnioski wynikające z twierdzenia o wzajemności prac, podając rozszerzone na ten 10-
dyfuzję twierdzenie Sotnigliana i Majziela.

Wresznie omówiono dwa przybliżone modele termodyfuzji. W pierwszym zakłada się adiabatyczność
procesu termodynamicznego, w drugim pomija się wpływ dylatacji na pole temperatury i potencjału che-
micznego.

V i . ' ł

...

P e 3 io M e

flHHAMIMECKAfl 3AHAHA TEPM0flH<UOy3HH B TBEPflOM TEJIE

B pa6oTe BtiBefleH flpyrofl qeiw B [1] BHJI ypaBHeHHH TepMor(Hcpcpy3HH> npmam&H i<ai< ne3aBHCnMiile
tbyHKquH nepeMemenne u, TeiwnepaTypy O H xnivumecKHH noTeHHjian /i. CncTeMy OCHO
i<iianLHtix ypaBHeimft xepM0flHtb(by3HH yflaeica cseciH i< cuCTeMe BOJIHOBMX ypaBHeHHH.
"łTO npoflonbHbie BOJIHMJ pacnpocTpaHHiomnecH B 6ecKOHeTmoM ynpyroM npocTpaHCTBej
H nofljiewaT flucnepcHH, Tor^a i<ai< nonepemiwe BOJIHM He 3aTyxaiOT H ae nofljie>i<aT aucnepcHH.

OCHOBHHX Teopeivi Tepmo^H(bcby3HH Tajcnx i<aK: Bapaai(HOHHaH TeopeMa, OCHOBHS>*
TeopeMa, TeopeMa eflHiiCTBeHHocTH peineHHHj a Tai<>i<e TeopeMa BSSHAIHOCTH pa6oT. : j

O6cy>KfleHbi cjieflCTBHH BŁiTeioiomHe us TeopeMŁi B3aHMHocTH paSoTj npnaoflH pacmupeHHył^
Ha TepMofliirb(J)y3Hio TeopeMy CoMnrjWHa H Mafi3eJiH.

HaKonei; o6cy>KfleHbi #Be npH6jiH>i<eHHwe MOflejiH TepM0flH(p(py3HH. B nepBofi npeflnonaraeTctlf
aflna6aTHBH0CTi> TepMOflimaMiraecKoro npor^ecca, a BO Biopott npeHe6peraeTCH BJiHHHHeAi flHJiflTamr
Ha noun TCvmepaTypH H XHMiraecKoro noTenmiana.
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